
 Emergency start of the Mercedes ML, GL, G (W166, X166, W463) with  FBS3 system  (up to 02.2014) 
 Rev_2.1                                                                                              W212 with Intelligent Servo Module (ISM) in the gearshift 
                                                                                                             W204/W207/W212 with ELV (cross-connection cable needed) 
The device is designed for emergency engine start with the replacement of the Ignition Lock and using the Key Emulator  
instead of the original key. Device can unlock the doors and disarm the alarm when it is connected to the CAN-bus  
inside the car door (adapter with needles is used for this operation) .            
 
  Key-emulator           IR-reader    Programming device          Replacement Ignition Switches (W166, W212)   
                                                                       (E-PROG)                                                                                    
 

 
The set consist of:                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                          Adapter for connection to CAN-bus (CAN_ADP) 
 
1. Description 
 
For emergency engine start at first of all it is necessary to read out coding data and other relevant data from the original EIS. 
These data then will be transferred to the “Replacement_EIS” and Key-emulator. 
 
“Replacement_EIS” is an important part of the set and will be used again after cleaning of the data that have been loaded  
into the “Replacement_EIS” during the last programming session. Don’t leave “Replacement_EIS” in the car forever.  
 
Key-emulator is an important part of the set and will be used again in the new programming session.  
Don’t leave emulator in the car with “Replacement_EIS” forever.  
 
Later, you can add a new key to the original EIS and install it back into the car. You must have other equipment for this 
procedure (EIS key programmer with online access to renew original EIS and program the new key). 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Master – Programming device (E-PROG) 
 
Device has a connector to communicate with the IR-reader, OBD-II diagnostic connector to communicate with the electronic 
system of the car, two control buttons (BUT1, BUT2) and  3 LEDs (Red, Green, Blue) to indicate the modes. 
 

 
 

2. Getting started with device 

Connect IR-reader to the Programming device, insert the Key-emulator into the key slot on the IR-reader. 
By pressing BUT1 or BUT2 you can select the desired Mode of the programming.   
                                                                                          

 Emulator will occupies “USED”, “NOT LOCKED” Keytrack in EIS:  
 Press and hold BUT1, insert E-PROG into the OBD diagnostic    
 socket in the car. Wait a long BEEP and release the button. 
  
 Emulator will occupies “NOT USED”, “NOT LOCKED” Keytrack in EIS:  
 Press and hold BUT2, insert E-PROG into the OBD diagnostic    
 socket in the car. Wait a long BEEP and release the button. 
   
 
During the work E-PROG will change the sounds and LEDs glow. 
(indication of the steps of the algorithm). 
 

 
 
 
2.1 Three events take place during working with Original EIS  
 

- Reading data from the Original EIS, 1st step – one long BEEP, red LED stays on (~10sec) 
 

- Preparing data for Key-emulator ,    2d step – double BEEP, green LED + blue LED stays on  
 

 *) time for this step can varies from 15 sec till 10 min (Depends on complexity of calculations the data)   
 

- Transferring data to the Key-emulator , 3d step – triple BEEP, blue LED stays on  (~5sec) 
 
Successful end of procedure – 4-x BEEP high tonality, then 4-х  BEEP low tonality + all thee LEDs stays on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BUT1 

BUT2 



NOTE: *) When emulator uses the “USED” Key-track in the EIS, the original key, which used the same  
                Key-track before will no longer work ! 
                Emulator occupies “Previous used Key position”. 
                If the car has a working keys, then don’t check the operation of the device with the  Button #1 pressed . 
 
           **) Key-track that was used by emulator cannot be used in the future, when a new Key adding to the original  
                EIS will be possible. You can check the Key-track # which was used  by the emulator.  
                Press and Hold buttons “UNLOCK” + “TRUNK”, wait 1 sec, release buttons.  
                LED on the Key-emulator will flash so many times which is the value of Track #   that was used. 
         
         Test of the device on the car that has working keys is possible only if the working key is present in the car.  

               
       1. Press and Hold buttons BUT1 и BUT2 and  insert  E-PROG into the OBD diagnostic  socket in the car.  

           Wait a long BEEP and release the buttons.       

       2. Do the  programming procedure and check engine start several times  

       3. Remember how many times engine start was done 

      4. Disconnect Original EIS  from the car and connect “Replacement EIS”, but only to the one connector –  

         blue, 8-pins. Insert the original key into the original EIS so many times, how many engine was started  

        (ignition was ON) and plus 5 times more (don’t turn the key in the EIS) 

      5. Connect the second connector and test the engine start and gear shifting with original EIS and original key. 

      6. If some systems not works and error is displayed – turn ignition OFF, wait 5-10 minutes, turn ignition ON, 

         check the engine start and other systems again  

 

 
 
       
3. Steps of  working with “Replacement EIS” 
  
After the successful completion of the work with the Original EIS, you must: 
1. Disconnect Original EIS  from the car  

2. Connect the “Replacement EIS”   

3. E-PROG must remain connected to the diagnostic socket 

4. Remove Key-emulator from the IR-reader and insert it into the “Replacement_EIS”. Wait some time. 

 

Check LED on the Key-emulator 

If the ”Replacement_EIS” was not cleaned, LED will blinks once per sec 
constantly.  
 
Starts EIS Cleaning procedure. 
 
The type of the LED  blinking will be changed to another one  
(2 blinks  - pause - 2 blinks) and then LED go off. 
 

 

 

*)Fast blinking LED within 10-60 seconds means error of the cleaning procedure. Take out Key-emulator, insert it back.  
  Try it several times.  
  This error may be due to the fact that the EIS which is to be cleaned is not “Replacement_EIS”. 
 
After successful end of programming procedure of the “Replacement_EIS” you will hear successful sound  
and green LED will blinks constantly. 
  
>>> You can start the engine 
 



If the Programming device has been disconnected from the OBD-II diagnostic socket but job was not finished – you can 
continue the job later from this step – device keeps its status in the internal memory. 
 
The Error code will be shown by beep codes. 
The Error code will sound 3 times. 
 
Error Codes/Beeps: 
 
12 – E-Prog could not establish communication with EIS via OBD-II diagnostic interface (1beep – pause – 2beeps) 

13 – This type of EIS not supported (1beep – pause – 3beeps) 

14 – EIS coding error (1beep – pause – 4beeps) 

21 – Error while preparing the data for Key-emulator (hash not computed) (2beeps – pause – 1 beep) 

24 – Reading the data from the Original EIS is required (2beeps – pause – 4beeps) 

Continuous flashing of the RED LED and sound BEEP-BEEP-BEEP-BEEP-BEEP means that in the car is FBS4 system, 
                                                                                                                                      device doesn’t support such system. 
Other codes of errors define internal device errors and are used only by the manufacturer.  
 
 4. “Replacement EIS”  
 
Each time after programming the “Replacement_EIS” into the car the “Replacement_EIS” becomes fitted to the 
car permanently and cannot be used in a new programming session till the “Replacement_EIS” will be cleared of car’s 
data. Erasing of old data in the “Replacement_EIS” will be done automatically while next programming session. 
Only “Replacement_EIS”” from this set can be cleared. 
 
4.1    In the Mercedes G-class EIS harness has very short wires with connectors and impossible to pull out connectors 
         down to the floor. Please, use extension cable.  
 

 
                Extension cable for G-class 
  
4.2    To work with models W204/W207/W212 with ELV(Steering Lock) you have to use cross-connection cable. 
          It’s possible to use Replacement EIS W212 without ELV to start the car that has EIS with ELV. 
          Steering Lock will be unlocked automatically within programming procedure. 
 

               
    Cross-connection cable for W212 with ELV (old) 



 
- Connect single wire with a jack to the plug on the IR-Reader 

- Connect two connectors of the extension cable to the W212 Replacement EIS 

- Connect the other side of the extension cable to the EIS_with_ELV harness connector 

 

              
 
 
5. Additional modes 
 
                 “LOCK”                  “TRUNK”                                                   “UNLOCK” 
 

                                                         
 
Battery test: Press and Hold button “UNLOCK”.  The LED lights constantly – battery is good 
                                                                             The LED blinks – battery power is weak, need to change.  
                                                                             Battery type - CR2032 Duracell (use this type for better performance) 
 
Key-track #: Press and Hold buttons “UNLOCK” + “TRUNK”, wait 1 sec, release buttons.  
                    LED on the Key-emulator will flash so many times which is the value of Track #   that was used. 
 
 
5.1  In order to upgrade firmware of the device, you need to make a connection between the device and update program via  
       USB cable. 

                    
 



6.Unlock the doors and disarm the alarm 
 
Adapter (CAN_ADP) sends commands to unlock doors and disarm alarm. 
To send these commands it’s necessary to connect adapter to the CAN-bus that is located inside the doors. 
Sometimes it’s possible only by making a hole in the door from outside the car near CAN-bus wires. 
Also you can use other things to unlock the lock of the driver’s door, but the alarm will sound. 
After disassembling the door cover and connection to the CAN-bus you can disarm the alarm. 
 

               
 
 

               
 
1. Connect adapter probes to the CAN-bus inside the door (CAN-bus – twisted pair of the thin wires brown and brown-red 

    colors. This is a CAN_B bus)   

    The Black probe with a needle connect to the brown wire (CAN_Low bus) 

    The Red probe with a needle connect to the brown-red wire (CAN_High bus)  

3. Press and hold button on the device – RED LED will light - adapter will start to send commands to the CAN-bus. 

4. When connection will be established, green LED will light.   Alarm will be disarmed, doors will be unlocked. 

    If the green LED does not lights up and doors does not unlocks, try to reverse the connection to the CAN_bus. 

 

   CAN-adapter battery type: A23 12v (also known like 8LR932, 8LR23, ANSI-1181A, 3LR50, LRV08, K23A, MN21, E23A,  
                                                             GP23A, V23GA)    


